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What do the globalists do when they want to create, reignite and keep their war on terror
fought indeﬁnitely? They simply carry out a series of false ﬂag attacks using Muslim terrorist
stooges as their hired guns to do their damage. That’s what 9/11 was all about in the US,
7/7 in UK, the 3/11 train attack in Spain, the Hebdo Paris attack last January, and now this
latest Paris encore reenactment part two.
In any unsolved crime the ﬁrst question asked is who beneﬁts by motive with an actual
means to execute the crime?
In all of these tragic false ﬂag events the global elite beneﬁts in multiple ways. And it most
deﬁnitely has the means by issuing marching orders to its owned and operated national
governments, its favorite being the militaristic, brutal American Empire.
The elite’s agenda to polarize and destabilize the world politically and militarily manifests
through the US foreign policy of regime change, nonstop war through divide and conquer
methodology (i.e., Shiites vs. Sunnis, Euro-nationals vs. foreign migrants, Christians vs.
Muslims, light skins vs. dark skins) and economic austerity through unpayable high interest
from predatory IMF bank loans to debtor nations from both the developing and developed
world. Through global theft and destruction, the ruling elite reigns supreme in absolute
power.
For decades after World War II US-NATO-Western European allies conspired and perpetrated
state sponsored terrorism murdering their own citizens through a protracted series of Gladio
operations originally designed to falsely accuse Communist groups in Italy. Spanning over
thirty years with violent incidents throughout Europe and Turkey, Gladio-like false ﬂag
operations never stopped. Gladio at home took the form of the US Joint Chiefs of Staﬀ’s
Operation Northwoods that JFK abruptly halted, partially resulting in his own self-undoing,
killing the diabolical military plot of murdering innocent US citizens in Miami and Washington
DC in order to blame and start a war against Cuba. The US especially but numerous
governments have regularly engaged in false ﬂag operations killing their own to trigger
wars, shape public opinion, conceal and divert attention away from citizens ever catching on
to the dirty lowdown truth.
The Friday the 13th Paris massacres were highly organized, committed by heavily armed,
closely monitored terrorist professionals unleashed onto an unsuspecting, culturally diverse
group of young Paris victims. The coordinated attacks seem to carry all the earmarks as
state of the art false ﬂag terrorism having had lots of previous practice, most notably the
Paris Charlie Hebdo edition. But the growing anomalies stacking up once again turn out to
be no diﬀerent from its predecessors.
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All have promoted the same globalist agenda toward unlimited invasive authoritarian
surveillance used to bring about increasing draconian measures in order to gain absolute
tyrannical control over the populace. At the same time it exploits xenophobia and
islamophobia amongst its citizenry that in turn increase hatred and tensions laying the
groundwork for potential civil war. Today the elite is skillfully working its proven divide and
conquer formula perfectly. In one fell swoop it creates the unstable conditions fomenting
civil unrest and violent backlash that then increasingly justify oppressive, over-the-top
counterterrorism and police state tactics that obliterate human rights.
Finally, false ﬂag terrorism launches a militarized backed by a globally legislative crackdown
targeting all dissidence and activism exposing the governments’ false narrative of lies and
propaganda, labeling and criminalizing the dissenting truth as homegrown terrorism.
The surreptitiously obtained Syrian passport found so quickly after the fact in Paris has
become a false ﬂag trademark used in both Charlie Hebdo and 9/11. Because this pattern
proved a serious liability for establishing any credibility, it was later disclosed that the
passport actually came oﬀ the body of “a Syrian refugee,” as if that made MSM any more
believable.
Even before the passport ﬁasco, the alleged terrorist’s quote from a supposed witness “this
is for Syria” was obviously disclosed by mainstream media to shape and manipulate public
opinion into quickly blaming Syria, ISIS and Syria’s targeted leader Assad. And then long
before any of this alleged (dis)info began surfacing, barely an hour into the attacks while
still actively underway, President Hollande kept repeating three times in the next several
hours what appeared to be his scripted lines already declaring that France was at war
against already identiﬁed terrorist attackers from Syria before any investigation had even
begun. This rapid sequence of events smacked of false ﬂag.
Furthermore, like the Hebdo attack earlier this year, reports immediately commenced
disclosing that French intelligence had long been tracking the perpetrators prior to the
attacks. Former antiterrorist judge Marc Trevidic in a Sunday interview claimed that French
authorities knew of an impending terrorist attack being planned by Islamic State jihadists
“at a French rock concert” as early as August.
The judge had cross-examined militants three months earlier who revealed this rather
critically important piece of information. This strongly suggests French intelligence had prior
knowledge of the Friday night massacres. Turkey also warned the authorities in France twice
about one of the three alleged suicide bombers but The Guardian reported that France only
contacted Turkey for information after the Paris attacks. Again, it seems more than plausible
that French security forces knew about the planned attacks but purposely failed to stop
them or may have even played a sinister role in allowing them to occur.
A couple of other striking parallels with 9/11, when the BBC reporter announced that
Building 7 went down 20 minutes prior to the event, the Paris attack was described on
twitter dated a full two days in advance of the November 13th killings. Also Wikipedia within
two hours from the very onset of the attacks already had posted a fully detailed account
complete with footnotes specifying “Syria” being mentioned by a witness, “5 or 6 terrorists”,
and “3 suicide bombers” all from the get-go pointing to the big bad Muslim villains yet
again. The clinching evidence was Wikipedia running an early story version at 23:06
specifying:
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In a televised statement at approximately 23:58 (local time), French President François
Hollande declared
a state of emergency and closing of borders for the whole of France.
For that announcement on Wikipedia to be made nearly an hour prior to Hollande’s actual
statement could suggest that Wikipedia was in fact being used by the French authorities as
an information disseminator of a preplanned event, right away establishing an oﬃcial
narrative from the outset that Arab terrorists from Syria were the guilty murderers behind
the attacks far in advance of the start of even a preliminary investigation.
It’s also been recently learned like in several previous false ﬂags that security forces in Paris
were simultaneously undergoing another live action emergency drill earlier that same day
(as in Charleston, Baltimore, Boston, 9/11). Patrick Pelloux, an emergency medical services
specialist and one of the ﬁrst responders to the attacks, conﬁrmed in a radio interview that
th

a live drill had been conducted that morning of the 13 . These co-occurring government
events timed perfectly to overlap so called acts of terrorism cannot be considered purely coincidental.
Adding more weight to the false ﬂag suspicion is the fact that just two weeks prior to
Friday’s attack on October 29th CIA Director John Brennan met with his French counterpart
along with UK’s MI6 former chief and former Israeli national security advisor. Additionally on
Monday Brennan admitted that the international intelligence community expected a terrorist
attack in Europe. Just as the Islamic terrorist mercenaries always “accidentally on purpose”
leave their calling cards behind, so are the dirty CIA-Mossad ﬁngerprints left indelibly written
all over virtually every state sponsored terrorism on this planet. For years it’s been
repeatedly demonstrated that US and Israeli intelligence forces have been covertly working
directly with the Islamic State jihadists. NSA documents show that ISIS leader El Baghdadi
was trained by Mossad. A recently captured IDF colonel was caught leading Islamic State
forces. Overwhelming evidence has proven the US-Israeli-Saudi-Turkish-Gulf State
connection to ISIS terrorists, documenting this intimate partnership in the manufactured war
on terror.
In late September after Putin outed Obama’s fake war against ISIS at the UN, then
throughout October actually destroying ISIS where Obama only pretended, the lost face of a
humiliated Emperor’s new clothes turned US war policy in the Middle East completely topsyturvy. Obama’s dubious leadership sank to an international all-time low when Putin exposed
America’s deliberately failed MENA policy. Allied nations were cutting their losses and
announcing plans to pull out of Syria. US Empire of Chaos and Destruction was fast losing its
global control, its coercive power to subjugate its Euro-puppets into blind submission
seriously and overtly eroding. On top of that, while Europe is still reeling from the refugee
mass migration crisis directly caused by the US imperial aggression, they were marveling
over grandmaster Putin’s bold stroke of ﬁnally kicking some Islamic State ass. Stalwart US
Euro-ally Germany was already shifting gears warming its relations with Russia, unwilling to
follow Washington’s disastrous lead down doomsday road.
So what do the neocon goons in full damage control mode come up with?
While US-Israel are holding joint military exercises in the Sinai desert, did they coordinate
with ISIS to make sure it shoots down the Russian airliner as immediate Putin
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payback? Then came Defense Secretary Carter’s Russia bashing threats from the Ronald
Reagan Library followed just hours later a few miles away with the Trident missile’s
Saturday night LA bright light show seen around the world as an exclamation threat to
Russia and China to back oﬀ from challenging US Empire’s global hegemony.
The DC warmongers are growing increasingly desperate, afraid of losing both their full
spectrum dominance in the world as well as their precious proxy terrorist ally while Putin’s
aid to Assad is putting the ﬁnal kibosh on their fanatical OCD regime change operation.
So Brennan meets up with French and Israeli intelligence to conjure up the next Paris false
ﬂag. And since Hollande’s been Washington’s loyal go-to lackey with Hebdo already under
his belt, heading up France’s active role in the imperialistic assault on both Libya and Syria,
with Paris terrorism #2 France now becomes US Empire’s key catalyst to pull oﬀ another
massive 9/11-like attack, in fact the biggest in France since WWII and be the justiﬁed driving
force behind this newest “coalition of the willing” stepping up its next phase of war in Syria
against both Assad and Putin. US bombs being dropped over Syria are now being joined by
bombs from French jets as well as Israeli and Saudi warplanes. Timed purposely on the
heels of the Paris tragedy, the ongoing G-20 meeting with the world’s most powerful nations
in Turkey has turned into a war council to drum up intensiﬁed world war eﬀort against
nemesis Assad and Putin.
But the Western bombs are making sure that they do not destroy ISIS nor ISIS-controlled oil
reﬁneries selling black market oil to NATO member Turkey. Nor are they attacking the
critical ISIS supply line in northern Syria that extends back into Turkey. It’s all too obvious
that a renewed, heavily fortiﬁed allied oﬀensive aggressively going head-to-head with Syrian
and Russian forces clearly risks igniting a broader War.
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